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Abstract 
We study the properties of an MA(oc )-representation of an autoregressive approximation for 
a stationary, real-valued process. In doing so we give an extension of Wiener’s theorem in the 
deterministic approximation setup. When dealing with data. we can use this new key result to 
obtain insight into the structure of MA(m’)-representations of fitted autoregressive models whcrc 
the order increases with the sample size. In particular, we give a uniform bound for estimating 
the moving-average coefficients via autorcgressive approximation being uniform over all integers. 
K~JYVV~.T: AR(x); Causal; Complex analysis; Impulse response function; Invertible: Lincat 
process; MA(x); Mixing; Time series; Transfer function: Stationary process 
1. Introduction 
By Wold’s decomposition theorem, every stationary, purely nondeterministic. real- 
valued process {X,},Q with E[X,] = 0 can be represented as an infinite order moving- 
average (MA(m)) X, = c,E, $,E~-, ($0 = 1) with uncorrelated innovations { ci },c ; 
Under some regularity conditions it is possible to invert this MA(m)-process and 
represent {X,}rt~ as an infinite-order autoregressive process (AR(m)), C:_,, c,,,Y, , --= 
E, (40 = 1). For approximating the process we could therefore rely on a moving- 
average or on an autoregressive approximation. When dealing with data, autoregressive 
approximation, as a linear method, is more popular and computationally much faster and 
easier. It is known that this approximation is often useful and leads to good results in 
practice (cf. Durbin, 1960; Kramer, 1970; Berk, 1974; An et al.. 1982; Hannan, 1987). 
On the other hand, the MA(x)-representation of a stationary process is extremely 
useful in analyzing structural properties. Parts of the probability structure of a station- 
ary process can be discovered in an easy way via the MA(w)-representation, whereas 
they become very complex or even intractable in the AR(w)-representation. The prime 
example is the autocovariance function R(k) = Cov(X,,.Xh). In the MA(x)- represen- 
tation, R(k) = G2 CpO $,+j+!, ( o2 == VCW(E~)) is the convolution of the $,‘s, whereas 
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in the AR(co)-representation, CEO 4jR(k - j) = 0 (k > 0) describes an ‘infinite 
recursion’. Another example is that of establishing mixing properties of stationary pro- 
cesses, a tractable approach is given via MA(co)-representations (cf. Doukhan, 1994; 
Withers, 198 1). 
To understand better the structural properties of autoregressive approximations 
it would therefore be very useful to know more about the corresponding MA(m)- 
representation. 
In Section 2 we consider deterministic approximations {+j,n;j E N,J},,N for 
{4ji>iEN0. Here n is the index for the approximation, for example, the sample size 
of a given set of observations. If Qn(z.) = ~,~s 4ji,nZJ (z E C) is the approximating 
AR-transfer function we study the behavior of 9,(z) = l/@,l(z) = ~,~, $j,nz’ (z E 
C) which can be seen as an approximation for the MA(m)-transfer functionQ(z) = 
C,T, t/‘zj (z E Cc). We will give the following key result: roughly speaking, if 
clc,j’I$jj < cc (YE Na) there exists no such that 
(1.1) 
For r = 0 this is a result in the spirit of Wiener, who has given such an implication in 
the non-approximation setup (cf. Wiener, 1933; Zygmund, 1959) see also our Lemma 
2.1. By representing this new key result in a deterministic context we believe that it 
can serve as an excellent tool in many different areas. 
In Section 3 we consider the autoregressive approximations which are estimated 
by observed data. More precisely, consider a sample Xi,. . . ,& from {Xt}tEn. Let 
~$i,,~, . . , c$~,,~ be the estimated coefficients for an approximating AR(p)-process, where 
p = p(n) -+ cc (n 4 w) with p(n) = o(n). Denote the fitted autoregressive process 
by X;, i.e., cf’-0 Jj,$-j = it, Jo,n = 1. If supt E(E~) < co, it is known that one can 
usually invert (2 } t tee and represent it as an MA(co), i.e., 2t = cJzo Jj,NEl_jr 1,6~,~ = 
1. However, little is known about the behavior of the MA(m)-coefficients {$j,,,;j E 
n 
N~},,N and the corresponding transfer function cJEO $j,azj (z E C, /z/ < 1) which are 
derived via autoregressive approximation. Our result (1.1) translates then to the case 
where estimation through data is performed. Roughly speaking we obtain under the 
same condition as for (1.1) about the summability of the coefficients { +j}jcNio : there 
exists a random variable ni such that 
sup IEjr14j,,l < 00 almost surely. 
?I>??, j=O (1.2) 
Our result (1.2) opens now the door for answering structural questions of interest of 
(stochastic) autoregressive approximations. It is very useful from a theoretical point 
of view and can serve as a key result in analyzing statistical problems in the domain 
of this approximation theory. As a consequence, we will be able to derive a uniform 
bound for supjcN l$j,n - $j]. 0 ur result (1.2) together with this uniform bound for 
estimating {$j}jcNo are new contributions in the field of autoregressive approximation. 
In Section 4 we discuss related works and outline on a few examples the impact of 
our new results in different areas of time series analysis. 
2. Inverse of a deterministically approximated AR-transfer function 
A real-valued AR(x)-process with mean zero 
is determined by the AR(m)-transfer function Q(Z) = I:,, 4,~’ (Z 
sequence {-,},Ec. Often {E,}~~F is an i.i.d. or martingale-difference 
t KY) and the 
sequence with 
IqE;] = 0, EI$ < X. The structure of the model (2.1) can be better exploited 
for some purposes if the model is representable as a real-valued MA(x )-process. 
i.e.. 
For modeling processes with arbitrary mean we would replace X, by X, Y?[X,]. t C. Z. 
In the sequel we denote by Q(z) = cz;, +,zJ (Z t C) the MA(m)-transfer function. 
The equivalence of models (2.1) and (2.2) is known if /I?[:,] = 0, sup, Elf,’ < x and 
either of the following conditions hold (cf. Berk, 1974): 
(i) @(.) # 0 for Izl<l, C,E,, Icb,I < x. 
(ii) *(.) # 0 for /Z < 1. C” i$,/,l < AXE. 
J-0 
Then Q(Z) = l/Q(z) (iz\<l). The decays of the coefficients {c$,},~F&,, and {$,},k I\_ 
are related, for completeness we restate a known result (cf. Brillinger 197.5, Ch. 
3.8). 
Lemma 2.1. The ,fidlnwing stutrrmwts (i) and (ii) LII’C erpiculrnt. 
(i) a(.) # 0 for (;/d 1 anu’ CJ?,,j’ I$,! < M, 1.30 (1. E IL!), 
(ii) CJ(.) # 0 for (=I< 1 und CzO,j’ I+1 < X, r-30 (1. E [w). 
Remark. The case I’ = 0 is essentially due to Wiener (1933), I’ > 0 follows by results 
of Gelfand et al. ( 1964). 
ILet us consider now a sequence {@,,(.)},rt~, of approximations for the AR( x )- 
transfer function (9(.) and study the behavior of the inverted a,,(.)‘~ as approximations 
for the MA(x)-transfer function Q(.). Let {$,,!!;j t N~~}r,t~~ be a sequence in I%‘\” 
with &,, = I for all n E N. Denote by 
and (at least formally) 
1/%1(Z) = P,,(--) = ?li;,.,;z: (Z t C) 
1-0 
(the validity of the expansion of q,,(z) is given below). The following lcmrna gives 
insight into the structure of an inverted approximation of an AR( x)-transfer function. 
The results are crucial in the estimation stage for AR(x)-processes. Striving for gen- 
erality, we formulate them in a deterministic setup, since we believe that they could 
be useful in various other contexts. 
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that Q(z) = ~,~0 $j zj is bounded away jkom zero for (21 d 1. 
Suppose that c,& jr / $, 1 < 00 and ~,Y?Ojr(+jj.n - 4j] = O(I) (n + 00) SOY some 
r E No. Then the following holds. 
(i) There exists no E N such thut 
sup ~j’l4j,~l < 03 
II >no j=O 
inf inf ((a,(z)1 > 0. 
fl>na IrlQl 
(ii) There exists nl such that for n 3 nl, Q~(z) converges absolutely for JzI d 1 and 
SUP fQ$j,,l < Ca 
n>n~j=O 
Proof. (i) The first statement follows immediately by the assumptions about {d,,n; j E 
~OkN and Lemma 2.1. For the second statement we use that Q(z) = l/Q(z) is 
bounded away from zero for /z( d 1. 
(ii) We first prove the case r = 0, which needs a modification of Wiener’s theo- 
rem. We closely follow Zygmund (1959, Theorem 5.2). For a Fourier series g(x) = 
C,“=, ajeiJx (aj E R) we denote by llg/l = CJTo laj(. Let f(x) = @(e”) = Cl?, 4jeijX 
(06x627~). Denote by fn(x) = Q,,(e”). 
By (i) there exists K > 0 and an no such that 
Since t(z) = l/z is analytic for {z E @; /zI 2 K'} (K' > 0) there exists a p > 0 such 
that [(.) is regular in {z E C; Iz - fn(x)i d2p, x E [0,27c], n>no}. (We use here the 
notation <(.), whereas Zygmund uses +(.)). Here it is crucial that p is universal for 
all n>no. 
Let s(.) be a partial sum of f (.) such that I(s - f (I d p/4. Then s(.) is also a good 
approximation for fn(.) if n is sufficiently large. More precisely, we show now that 
there exists an I& = 170(p) such that 
max 
OLxCZn 
Is(x) - fn(x)I d JJs - fnll <p/2 for n>i0. (2.3) 
We write j/s - fnjl d IIs - f II + )I fn - ,fll <p/4 + I( fn - f I(. By the assumptions about 
the #j,n’s we know that there exists an n”o = Co(p) such that 11 fn - f 1) d p/4 for n 3 rio, 
which proves (2.3). Note again that s(.) is universal for all n3k0. 
By Cauchy’s formula we have 
The universal bounds for I/&s(x) + pe’“)lJ and /Is(x) + pe” - fn(x)II follow as in 
Zygmund (1959); for the latter we use the inequality in (2.3). Then we complete the 
proof for the case Y = 0 as in Zygmund (1959, proof of Theorem 5.2). 
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The case r > 0, r E N can be handled via differentiation. Denote by (r) the tth 
derivative. We know that for n sufficiently large, 
Qj:‘(z) = zj!/(j - r)!$,,nz’-r 
,” 
has the same radius of convergence as Q,,(z), which is > 1. Let us now calculate 
Qj:)(z) via the identity QII(z) = l/Q,!(z). Then 
where Ai involves finite products of @i;“‘(z) with positive or negative signs. .sl E 
(0, , r} and Bi involves (Q,,(z))~~. s: E (2,. ,r + 1 }. In particular, l/B, can be 
expressed in terms of (Q,,(z)>“~. By the definition of /(_/I we have 
(For properties of II.// see also Zygmund, 1959, p. 245). 
From the first statement in (i) we know that 
From the case r = 0 we know that 
for all n 3fi0. 
Hence, there exists 111 = max{no,&} such that 
(2.4) 
We write 
< 0, - t)‘~~$,,,7~ + 2’.Fcj - (r - l))'J$ ,_,, I + 2”(r - l)‘~i$,..l. 
;=o ,=, , =_) 
Hence, we complete the proof by using the fact that r is finite, part (ii) with r = 0 
and (2.4). 0 
3. Inverse of an estimated AR-transfer function 
In this section we demonstrate the use of Lemma 2.2 when the approximation for 
the AR(x)-transfer function is estimated From the data. Let Xr.. ,A’, be a sample 
from {X,}t,o. We make the following assumption. 
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Assumption A. Model (2.2) holds with C,$j’]$] < CC, r E No, strengthening this 
for the case r = 0 to cJ”_oj”21$jj < 00, and Q(z) is bounded away from zero for 
Iz] < 1. Moreover, {E~}~~z is stationary ergodic with 
E[&@,_,] = 0, EIE:)F-l_,] 3 cr2 < 0, EJE$ < Cc, 
where yf = Q({E,~; s <t}) denotes the a-field generated by E$, s < t. 
The estimation of Q(z) = c,c04j z; is based on a usual autoregressive approxima- 
tion (cf. Berk, 1974; An et al., 1982; Hannan, 1987). Let y = p(n) + CC (n -+ 30) 
with p(n) = o(n). Then we estimate (41,. .,qb,,)T by the Yule-Walker estimates 
(jP = (J,.,, . . , $p,n)T, defined by 
where PP = [Z?(i - j)]l,j=i ,,,,, p, yP = (d( 1 ), . . ,d(~))~, du) = K’ CFL,“’ X,X,+ ) il. 
Here we have neglected mean correction which would be needed in practice. But all 
the results presented below still hold if E[X,] # 0 and the sample X, is adjusted by 
X, -2, t = l)...) n. 
We set &n(z) = cfzO ~j,,,‘j, 40,~~ = 1. If supt E(E] < CC, the fitted autoregressive 
process 
~$,.,$t-j = El 
J=o 
is always casual (cf. Brockwell and Davis, 1987, p. 233), i.e., for fixed n, 
The next result clarifies about the behavior of 
infinity. 
~,~,ji’]tJj,~], r E NO if n is tending to 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose Assumption (A) holds with r E No nnd p(n) = 
o((nl h(n)) ‘!(2r+2)). Then there exists a random variable nl such that 
sup Ej’IJj,,I < cc almostsur~ly. 
n2n, ,=o 
Proof. Let $jj.n be defined by the (theoretical) Yule-Walker equations 
r,+, = -i’p> 
where tip = (41,~, . . , @P,,)~, rp = [R(i -j)Il.j=l . . . . . p, yp = (R(l), . ,R(P)>~, RCA = 
COV(Xo,Xi). For ease of notation, set Jj,, = $j,rI = 0 for j > p and C& = 1. Then 
,,F$i$,n - 4 d ,,$~‘lJj,n - 4j.w +,$:‘I~~,FI - 4jl +,s~+_f14jl 
= I + II + III. (3.1) 
A first rough bound leads to 
In Hannan and Kavalieris (1986, Theorem 2.1) it is shown that 
max Ii,.,, I i , < ,I ~ $,,,1( = 0((log(n)/n)“2 ) almost surely. 
Therefore, by the assumption about p we have that I = o( 1) (n -+ x) almost surely. 
Expression II can be bounded by the extended Baxter inequality (cf. Deistler and 
Hannan (I 9X8, Theorem 6.6.12 and p. 271), note that this result also holds for their 
i =z 0). Then, for n sufficiently large, 
where c is a constant depending on the true structure. Hence II = o( I ) (II - x ). 
Finally, 111 = o( 1) (n + X) by Assumption A and Lemma 2. I. Note that the terms I I 
and 111 are deterministic. 
Therefore, by (3.1). 
&V,.,, - 4,.,1l = o( 1) (n i r~j) almost surely. 
,m 0 
and the proof is completed by Lemma 2.2. ;1 
‘Theorem 3.1 also holds under the weaker condition in Assumption A that 
E[:$%,] = 0’ instead of E[E~~.~,__‘] =- 0’. This theorem might be extended to 
parameters r with values in [w+ U {0} by using fractional derivatives. These mathemat- 
ical generalizations are not the scope of this paper. 
The next result gives some uniform bounds for estimating the sequence {c’/, } ,; ,,, 
Theorem 3.2. Supposr Assumption (A ) Idtt.s ll.it/z r t N (1.2 1 ) utd p(n) -= 
o((11; log(~)) (2”t~2’). Then 
sup I&.,, - $, 1 = O((log( ,7)/n)’ 2) + O( p-l’ ) ulr?7ost .YZI1.~J/~‘. 
/PI 
Proof. We prove the assertion by constructing a fitted AR(p)-process ( Y, },r: 
independent of the observation process {X,}tc.:; then the proof is elegant by using 
Theorem 3.1 and known results about autoregressive approximation. We first recall that 
under the assumptions of the theorem, 
Inax I J,.,, I 6 , ‘: ,I - (?),I = O((log(n)in)’ ‘) _I- o( ~2~“) a.s.. 
max i&j) - R(j)1 = O((log(n),n)‘:*) a.s., 
0 6, s ,I 
(3.2) 
(3.3 I 
cf. Hannan and Kavalieris (1986, Theorem 2.1) and An et al. (1982, Theorem 3 ). As 
usual, we have denoted by R(j) = Cov(&X,). 
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Let 
fdj,ayt-j = Yt> 
j=O 
(3.4) 
where v], is i.i.d. with E[q,] = E[E~] = 0, Elv],l* = E/E,(~ = G* and the qt being 
independent of Y,, s d t. Then, since every fitted AR(p)-process is causal (cf. Brockwell 
and Davis, 1987, p. 233) 
K = E$j,flV*-,i. (3.5) 
j=O 
Denote by EY and by Cov’ the conditional expectation and covariance with respect to 
Y given the sample Xl ,..., X,. By (3.4) and (3.5) we get for ~30, 
E[Y,+urlrl = a2$,,, = l$oJj,nRy(u +j>> 
where RY(~) = Cov(Yo, Yk) = a2 C,oC=o $j,e$j+ik(,n. Note that by construction via the 
Yule-Walker estimates, Ry(k) = k(k)02/c?* (lkl d p), where I?(k) = u-’ c:zI’“’ X,X,+,,1 
and S* = k(O) + $4,. 
First we show that 
d2 = a* + O((log(n)/n)“*) + o(p-‘) almost surely. 
By the Yule-Walker equations for a*, 6* we have 
(3.6) 
a2 = fJ$jR(j), 
j=O 
(i2 = j$Jj,,i(j). 
j=O 
Hence, 
= o((log(n)/n)“*) + o(p_‘1, 
where the last bound follows by (3.2), (3.3) the assumption about p and the Assump- 
tion A. 
On the other hand, analogous as for 02$u,n above, 
Now, for any ,j E N, 
I$,.!, - $,I G g--2%.,, - $;llR,(j + q + &ri,i~~Rv(j + i) ~ R(j + i)l 
I=0 r=n 
= I, + II,. (3.7) 
Next, we bound 
Therefore, by (3.2), (3.6) and Theorem 3.1 we get 
supI, = O((log(n)/n)“*) + o(p -‘) a.s. 
It% 
(3.8) 
Finally, we bound (by making the convention cyEo c’, = 0 for a < 0, C, E R) 
+~ld4(~l~~.,Il 2 l4,,,,,l + Lz,lti~~l E Itid). 1-O Ii--O u=pil Ii-p+1 
Therefore. by (3.3), (3.6) and Theorem 3.1 we get 
sup II, = O((log(n)/n)“2) + 0( p-“I as. 
jEN 
(3.9) 
By combining (3.7)-(3.9) we complete the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.2 could be extended for bounding the difference sup,,, jjY($,.,, -$,)I, y t 
RJ, q < Y by paying a price of having a larger bound. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
We indicate here more clearly the flavor of our new results, its connection to other 
works and its implications in different areas in time series analysis. 
Wiener’s theorem and its extension, cf. Lemma 2.1, are known for a long time. In 
the multivariate setup, Deistler and Hannan (1988, Theorem 7.4.2) give an analogous 
result. Our Lemma 2.2 and as a consequence Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are completely 
new in that they give a ‘Wiener-type’ result in the approximation and estimation 
case. Some work has been done in estimating the so-called impulse response func- 
tion, which in our context is just the MA(m)-transfer function Q(z) = cJEO $jz’. By 
setting \irn(z) = l/&)n(~) one gets immediately the strong consistency of Gir,(z) for 
9(z) in Iz/ < 1 via the strong consistency of 4,(z) for a(z) in /z/ < 1, cf. formula 
(3.1). Our results contribute now in describing the behavior of this estimate in more 
detail. 
The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 yields some kind of speed of convergence in a very 
useful form. Now some comments about other works are in order. Parzen (1982), 
and Saikonen (1986) use some kind of autoregressive technique for estimating the 
IcI/‘s, Bhansali (1989) uses the same approach as we do. Bhansali (1989) also shows 
asymptotic normality of the finite collection 
This yields the n--1/2 rate of convergence, but nothing in the spirit of our Theorem 
3.1 can be obtained from this result. Liitkepohl (1989; 1991, Proposition 9.4) shows 
analogous results for vector autoregressive processes. 
Other authors have been concerned with maximum likelihood estimation for the 
parameter $ = { $j},jEN,,, Ljung (1978) Piitscher (1987) Deistler and Hannan (1988, 
Theorem 7.4.10) give some strong-consistency results, but nothing is known about the 
speed of convergence. 
The assertion of Theorem 3.2 gives a surprisingly strong uniform bound over all 
integers. It can be seen as a translation of the uniform bound for autoregressive coeffi- 
cients as in (3.2). These uniform bounds have been studied by e.g. An et al. (1982) 
and Hannan and Kavalieris (1986); our bounds for the moving-average coefficients are 
completely new. 
We finally discuss how our new results can be used in different areas. To do so, we 
distinguish two situations: the case, where one is interested in the actual values of the 
$,i,,,‘s and the case, where the behavior of the variables {$.,.,r}iE~o comes into play in 
a theoretical consideration. 
In the former case, as an example in practice, we mention oil investigation (cf. Silvia 
and Robinson, 1979). If one uses autoregressive approximation for estimation in these 
situations, one would finally like to transform the results back in the MA-representation 
for obvious reasons of interpretation. 
Another example where the $i,n’s are used directly is the estimation of the h-step 
prediction mean square error V(h) for a given stationary process {Xt}tG~. This error 
is given by V(h) = 0’ cizi Ic;‘, h > 1 and a bias corrected estimate is proposed as 
t(h) = 6’ xf:j $:,?( 1 - p/n), cf. Lewis and Reinsel (1985). If h is ‘large’, we should 
think of h as a function of the sample size n with h = h(n) ---f X, h(n) = O(U) (n - 
x). A corresponding quantity for the predictability of the process from its past is given 
by Z(h) = (R(0) - l’(h))/R(O), w h ere R(0) = Var(X,); it measures the proportion of 
variance of X,+1, that can be explained by X,.X,_, . ., (cf. Bhansali, 1992). As a result. 
we (obtain now the consistency for estimating V(/I) and Z( 17) if 17 = /Z(H); moreover, 
we :get some bound on the speed of convergence of these estimates. 
In the latter case, where {$,,,l}~C~~,,, shows up as a theoretical quantity, we briefly 
outline as an example the bootstrap for AR((x) processes. By fitting an autoregressive 
model to the data, one can always compute residuals f,,,, = I:‘, d;,,,,X,_,. t = /I + 
I.. ,17. The idea is now to resample as in Efron’s ( 1979) bootstrap from the ccntcred 
residuals {i’,,,, - (rr ~ P)F’ c::__,,_, &i}:l& which yields a conditionally (given the 
data) independent sequence {~;},~z_ Then generate a bootstrap process according to 
Similar as in (3.5) we can invert this representation and write the bootstrap as a lineal 
process 
It i,s now this MA(K) representation which makes an asymptotic analysis of this boot- 
strap feasible. Kreiss (1988) and Paparoditis and Streitberg (1991) follow this approach 
under the restrictive condition that the autoregressive coefficients decay exponentially. 
Our Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 open now the door for much more general results in this 
area as shown by Biihlmann (1995) and Bickel and Biihlmann (1995). In particular. 
AR(x) processes with polynomial decay for the autoregressive coefficients can bc 
handled and bounds for the approximation error of the bootstrap become available. 
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